
Child Sponsorship Program

Children are born with immense potential and a huge number of them do not get chance to explore their
potential and participate as a member of the society and exercise their basic rights. Care in Need believe
that Child Sponsorship program has bigger impact on reducing child labour, early child marriage and
child trafficking. The primary objectives-

Is to support severely underprivileged children with the resource that they continue their education and
come out from the cycle of poverty

Bangladesh has seen remarkable
growth since its independence in
1971, as of 2020 being the 29th

biggest economy in the world. The
people of Bangladesh have seen the
country move from being a largely
agricultural society moving towards
a service economy, with a rapidly
growing middle-class. However,
systematic inequities exist in our
society which often go overlooked,
with prevalent cases of child labour,
the un-Islamic practice of forced marriage and human trafficking.

According to Education International early schooling is the most effective way to getting children out of
the labour market and giving them the opportunity to acquire the necessary skills for finding decent work
in future. Bangladesh has taken world leading steps in eliminating child labour, with it in the garment
industry having been eliminated in 1999. However, Bangladesh operates a considerable informal
economy, and this is something that we cannot measure in statistics. About 4.7 million children aged 5 to
14 in the work force. Out of the child labourers engaged in the work force, 83% are employed in rural
areas and 1% in urban areas.There exists children who are lost in this system who must work to support
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their family, because they have no other choice,  According to ILO education is a crucial component of
any effective effort to eliminate child labour. Many of those who are lucky to get some basic schooling do
not go onto further education because they must find work.

Forced marriages is something that’s prevalent in Bangladesh, especially in poorer families and in more
conservative areas of the country. Bangladesh has the second-highest rate of child marriage in the world
and the highest rate of marriage of girls under age 15, according to a 2014 report by UNICEF. It said
three quarters of girls in Bangladesh marry before they are 18. The rate of child marriage in Bangladesh
could drop by a third when girls are educated and taught ob skills, according to study of Voice of
America.

COVID-19 pandemic is estimated to push an additional 150 million people into extreme poverty by 2021.
Latest data indicates 49.43 million people are below the poverty line. Bangladesh national poverty rate
rose to 29. 5% as of June 2020. This will be more worsen and it is estimating that poverty rate rose to
40% at the end of 2021.  As a result, a huge number of people will engage their children in work instead
of sending them to school.

Sponsoring a child can have a huge impact on their lives, letting them grow and be free and be able to
enjoy themselves as children. They need this help, and we want to give them this help, but we can only do
it with your help. Only with your help can we get these children the future that they deserve, one where
they don’t need to worry about providing for their family, or have to worry about being sold into modern
day slavery, or one where they don’t have to worry about signing away their lives to a union they didn’t
consent to – but a life where they are free to live as they wish, and to build up Bangladesh. Every
donation you make towards helping poor children counts and make a difference.




